Electroanalysis with Modified Electrodes: from the Use of Simple Nanomaterials to Engineered Nanohybrids
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In recent years, electroanalysis has witnessed a great growth in the employment of nanomaterials and/or in the use of polymer films to develop smart “modified electrodes”, particularly suitable for trace analysis of contaminants of emerging concern [1-2]. High surface to volume ratio, analyte adsorptive preconcentration capability and appropriate nano-dimensions enormously increase the availability of interaction sites for the analyte, enhancing the sensitivity and lowering the detection limits. Moreover, the small dimensions may allow controlling the sensing process locally, in terms of change in the mass transport regime (e.g. from planar to convergent or to thin-layer), improving sensors performances. These effects are particularly maximized in the case of well-ordered structures. Furthermore, the use of appropriately tailored nanohybrids, characterized by synergistic functionalities based on the generation of heterojunctions has paved the way towards promising applications, obtaining “brave new materials”, with physico-chemical properties which are not only the sum of the precursors’ ones.

In this presentation, experimental results obtained by our group, working with different nanomaterials and nanohybrids for the modification of the electrodes for electroanalytical applications are presented and discussed:

- electrodes modified with appropriately functionalized Carbon Nano Tubes (CNT) [3];
- electrodes modified with Sulphonated Poly (Aryl Ether Sulphones), a new class of polymers, ad hoc tailored for electroanalytical applications [4];
- electrodes modified with bimetallic Au/Pd and Au/Pt systems [5];
- photorenewable electrodes based on silver nanoparticles and titania [6];
- (photo)electrochemically active functional hybrids of multilayer CVD graphene decorated with colloidal TiO$_2$ nanocrystals [7];
- (photo)electrochemically active functional hybrids of graphene decorated with colloidal gold nanoparticles.
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